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As the final studio before thesis, Systems Studio
expects each student to demonstrate an overall
competence in generating a comprehensive architectural project. This studio uses large-scale, multi-family
housing as a platform for studying how architecture
can be simultaneously universal and responsive to
contextual conditions of culture, climate and density.
The goal of the studio is to engage, negotiate and
synthesize comprehensive design from a broad range
of agendas.
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Large-scale suburban towns
orbiting major Japanese cities
like Osaka or Tokyo which
were publicly constructed in the
1960s to respond to a housing
shortage.

The semester is set up in three phases (Research/Schematic/Development) simulating the periods of Schematic Design through Design
Development in a conventional architectural practice. The comprehensive analysis and further exploration, hybridization, and/or disfigurement
of existing housing precedents serves as the methodology for development of comprehensive design across scales. Residential precedent
studies at the beginning of the term are paired with the urban analysis
of the site and the design of the building’s massing. Additional assignments explore the concept of the unit, egress, structure and facade
systems during the Schematic and Development phase.
The pedagogical methodology of Systems Studio, as defined by
earlier studio coordinators, is “to continually advance design without
hesitation.” Rather than moving from big to small or small to big, our
interest in the systems studios is rather to work on different scales simultaneously and iteratively to ensure a diagrammatic consistency of space,
form, and volume through the scales of the master plan, building scale,
unit design, and the built detail. This approach leads to highly cohesive
design solutions with a strong conceptual consistency through various
scales.
Each year, our studio has continually sought to address broad
shifts in the patterns of urbanization emerging through increased urban
density and the conflicts inherent between gentrification and environmental equity as a global challenge. Working across a global context
our studios have engaged in the rapid redevelopment of Detroit, the
widespread ‘renewal’ of urban hutongs in Tianjin, China and the need to
increase density and diversity in the housing options in the postwar ‘new
towns’ [1] surrounding Osaka, Japan.
Consistent in the approach to the studio is the consideration of
dwellings at a variety of mixed scales that can accommodate various
forms of living and family units; and a variety of integrated forms of
mixed programming opportunities for residents to develop new forms of
economic sustainability; and an invention in construction systems that
leverage economies of assemblies toward an enriched spatial development. Finally, while cross studio interests are broadly defined and range
across the various cultures and sites, the solutions are targeted to the
specifics of the contexts in which the individual projects are embedded.
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STUDENT WORK:
THE SOCIAL WALL

Ali AlYousefi, Long Vo,
Tithi Sanyal

Axonometric Sections, The Social Wall, Ali AlYousefi, Long Vo, Tithi Sanyal
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The mixed-use area of Detroit
bordered by Chrysler Freeway
(I-75), Lodge Freeway (M-10),
Edsel Ford Freeway (I-94), and
Fisher Freeway (I-75).

Studio Paper

HI-5
DETROIT, MICHIGAN / FALL 2017
The Social Wall caters to a heterogeneous mix of occupants and their
unique ways of living with the intention to create close interaction
between residents and generate a sense of pride in a diverse community. While Detroiters already take pride in their communities, the fragmented urban fabric of the city fails to meet their needs and live up to
their aspirations. This project manifests the strong bonds that Detroiters
have to their city in a physical form, and encourages the strengthening
of these relationships and connections.
The high rise is at the nexus of different transit systems in
midtown [2] Detroit such as the Amtrak, Q-line, bus, and pedestrian walk
ways. This project encourages both its occupants as well as people
coming into the city to actively engage with the diverse transit options
offered in the area. Furthermore, due to the sheer scale of the projects
and the varied spatial configurations within the building in the form of
unit types, communal spaces, and programs, the project brings forth
innumerable possible journeys and experiences within it.
The housing project intends to encourage a culture of communal
living and emerging working situations. This collective living scenario
is brought about by vertical and horizontal streets at each level which
open onto shared spaces such as a community kitchen, gym, library,
and so on. The wide range of unit types include studio apartments, single bedroom, double bedroom, live-work, premium or duplex housing,
and hotel rooms. The design acknowledges the need for a playful open
space for public interaction integrated with the streets and the lower
levels of the building.
4

Perspective Drawing, The Social Wall, Ali AlYousefi, Long Vo, Tithi Sanyal
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STUDENT WORK:
A HARD DAY’S NIGHT

Olaia Chivite Amigo,
Nick Kim, Kevin Sani

Section Perspective, A Hard Day’s Night, Olaia Chivite Amigo, Nick Kim, Kevin Sani

A Hard Day's Night responds to Detroit’s industrial heritage, by first
analyzing emerging production trends in the city and then by proposing a dynamic hub where business, shopping, and lifestyle coexist. By
re-framing conditions of production, we found spaces to incorporate
light industries, incubators, tech hubs, and startups. Following common
processes of production (raw, manufacturing, assembly, and product)
we developed four towers that follow common processes of raw material
manufacturing design process, processing, assembly, and storage; also
integrating the consumption of these same products within the system.

Studio Paper
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Model Photos, A Hard Day’s Night, Olaia Chivite Amigo, Nick Kim, Kevin Sani

Rendering, A Hard Day’s Night, Olaia Chivites Amigo, Nick Kim, Kevin Sani
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HI-5
TIANJIN, CHINA / FALL 2018
This studio intersected and worked collaboratively with a studio from
Tianjin University, traveling to China for a 3-day workshop and site visits
in Tianjin, followed by a visit to Beijing. The studio in Tianjin also traveled
to Ann Arbor to participate in the final review.

STUDENT WORK:
MEMORIES OF TIANJIN HUTONG

Da Chen, Jing Zheng,
Luna Wei

Rendering, Memories of Tianjin Hutongs, Da Chen, Jing Zheng, Luna Wei
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Project has a final FAR of 2.4
Hutongs are traditional
courtyard houses in Beijing.

Studio Paper

Memories of Tianjin Hutong appreciates the human scale of the public
space in the Hutong Area which provides a diverse range of activities,
and experiences. High-rise developments, in contrast, have larger public
spaces but fewer people use them. By “laying down” the high-rise to
become a mid-rise which sits right on the Hutong Houses, the public
space becomes more intimate and FAR [3] in the area is increased, while
maintaining the unique characteristics of Hutong Houses [4]. The local
architectural context, large public spaces, and urban density are all preserved.

8

STUDENT WORK:
FLOOD FLORA

Chao Deng, Qi Zhang,
Yufeng Wang

Bird’s-eye View Perspective Drawing, Food Flora, Chao Deng, Qi Zhang, Yufeng Wang

Perspective Drawing, Food Flora, Chao Deng, Qi Zhang, Yufeng Wang
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Urban Agriculture is any
agricultural or related activities
which take place in urban or
peri-urban activities. These
practices can be more spatially
efficient than traditional farming
and increase the economic
output and entrepreneurial
opportunities of the city. It requires a system in place to
support agricultural practices
and transport goods to
consumers or distributors.

Flood Flora proposes a hybrid residential-agricultural development,
drawing on the local context and original neighborhood to maintain
social stability and respect the vernacular culture. It redefines the existing informal urban space within the site, including vendors and small
markets, which are the original program of the public space on-site.
By establishing a new way to grow, manage, and sell food in the
urban center, the small shop district will be able to sell fresh fruits and
vegetables to the whole neighborhood, encouraging more people to
contribute to the development of urban agriculture and promote a new
healthy lifestyle in the neighborhood. In addition to producing food,
Food Flora displays both farms and balcony gardens with transparent
designs, allowing visitors to see the dynamic production of food.
Traditionally, we define the farmer as a person who engages in
agriculture, raising living organisms for food or raw materials. Interactions between the social and agricultural activities also redefine the
farmer, exploring the notion of the urban farmer [5]. Through research
and design, we expand the definition of ordinary urban dwellers who
are interested in urban agriculture to researchers who promote new
technique. The design team increases the possibilities of material gathering, to production, to distribution within the neighborhood, and finally
recycling and reuse, to ensure joyful life with best quality of food and a
healthier lifestyle.
Arch 672 SYSTEMS: Re:Density
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Rheinisch-Westfälische
Technische Hochschule Aachen
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The development was
approved in 1958 and the first
residents moved in 1962.

DOUBLE DENSITY
OSAKA, JAPAN / FALL 2019
The Double Density Studio was concerned with working toward new
approaches to equitable housing as a critical component of the urban
condition. This year, our studio had a unique opportunity to collaborate
on affordable workers housing in industrial Japanese New Towns. We
were invited to collaborate with Jan Polivka of the Research Institute for
Regional and Urban Development at the RWTH Aachen [6] and Michihiro Kita from Osaka University in a workshop focused on alternative
approaches to the prevailing forms of redevelopment underway in many
of these aging municipalities. The studio and workshop aimed to rethink
the mono-structured housing stock of the industrial new town through
viable concepts for urbanization, flexibility and mixed uses.
Senri New Town in Osaka is the oldest New Town in East Asia [7]
and one of the largest New Towns in Japan. The city is looking for
redevelopment concepts, both radical and soft, which would provide
alternatives to the prevailing rigid social housing structures and develop
a new model for urban housing. Students in the Double Density Studio
worked in teams to propose solutions which would disrupt the current
functional division between housing, civic and commercial centers and
related open spaces. The studio worked on a site slated for redevelopment to double its current density. The site is rich with different existing
typologies.
The Double Density Studio embraced the possibility of reinventing
it with a new spatially integrated, functional design concept. The results
produced were discussed in the broader context on how architects and
urban designers may contribute to humanization of mass housing in
global contexts.
During our travel to Japan we worked together with local experts
and our partners from Osaka University and RWTH Aachen [6] in a workshop setting. Following the workshop we traveled to Tokyo to visit and
study different housing typologies.

Students participate in a workshop at Osaka University.
Studio Paper
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STUDENT WORK:
IN PRAISE OF SHADOW

Anhong Li, Baekgi Min,
Lucas Rigney

Section Perspective Drawing, In Praise of Shadows, Anhong Li, Baekgi Min, Lucas Rigney

Lighting Diagrams, In Praise of
Shadows, Anhong Li, Baekgi Min,
Lucas Rigney
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Byobu: Japanese folding
screens made of several panels,
sometimes decorated, which
are used to divide interior space

In Praise of Shadow elevates the traditional intimacy and sensitivity in
Japanese culture to a contemporary dwelling concept. The proposal
looks at the existing Kita Senri New Town Neighborhood Center, which
fades into the homogeneity of urban texture and lack of interaction with
nearby community and public facilities. The new mixed-used architecture combines the neighborhood center with residences through
a series of strategies to introduce a new type of urban fabric which
interweaves different relationships between public and private space,
contains various degrees of intimacy, creates a community identity.
Relationships between urban, communal, and individual space
are established horizontally and vertically. Public space such as public
library, gallery, bath house and local shops are framed and connected
by different landscapes and plazas. By taking advantage of the existing
topography, the public program provides roof gardens as the buffer zone
between the residential and urban scales. Vertically, twelve light wells
are generated within the logic of the structural grid and the size of the
dwellings.
To increase public interaction with the site, the building provides
multiple paths through the site. The privacy of residents is protected by
circulation separation as well as the facade system, which is inspired
by the traditional Japanese screen [8], provides dynamic translucency
throughout the overall massing.
Arch 672 SYSTEMS: Re:Density

STUDENT WORK:
GRADIENT LIVING

Jiawei Yao, Yanci Chen,
Dongya Wang

Isometric Section Drawing, Gradient Living, Jiawei Yao, Yanci Chen, Dongya Wang

Perspective Plan Drawings, Gradient Living, Jiawei Yao, Yanci Chen, Dongya Wang
Studio Paper
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Tatami are units of a traditional
Japanese flooring material
which is twice as long as it
is wide, allowing for modular
space planning.

Gradient Living The residents of Kita Senri community are split between
aging seniors and young college students moving in from outside. The
daily life of the community has been significantly altered by the Internet
and generational changes. Also, the current situation in the site presents
a homogeneous urban context, isolating the residential and urban spaces. This design concept aims to enrich the interstitial space for between
these public and private zones using a spatial strategy inspired by Japanese housing design.
On the urban level, the design connects the transportation hub to
the community hub by extending the green space as a “urban corridor”
and replacing parts of existing buildings with denser massing. The “corridor” gets characterized spatial experience with dynamic public space.
In the community space, the landscape design is imbued with the gradient relationships of traditional Japanese gardens, opening the interior
space to the natural environment.
Inside both the "slab" and "tower" building typologies, the design
focuses on the transition between spaces. By enlarging the center core
and the front door space, this semi-private space acts as a welcoming
moment. The folded slabs create two spiral circulations, one within the
central core and the other one wrapping the perimeter. The spiral around
the building becomes a semi-public space for every apartment unit as
well as providing a second means of egress.
The units are inspired by traditional Japanese housing projects.
There are two types of rooms in Japanese housing, tatami [9] rooms and
modern rooms. Tatami rooms are higher than modern rooms, subtly
defining the privacy level of the space. In order to avoid dividing the
interior space by separating wall, we introduced two elements, which is
the box unit and the height difference between rooms. We designed a
series of wood interface between the interior and the outside corridor,
the wood facade can also work as furniture and define the spatial privacy
by programming the openings.

Model Details, Gradient Living, Jiawei Yao, Yanci Chen, Dongya Wang

Rendering, Gradient Living, Jiawei Yao, Yanci Chen, Dongya Wang
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Rendering, Gradient Living,
Jiawei Yao, Yanci Chen, Dongya Wang
Isometric Section Drawing, Gradient Living, Jiawei Yao, Yanci Chen, Dongya Wang
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